MARCH 2018

1. DROP IN EVENT
   AVOCADO TOAST BAR
   Discovery Kitchen
   2P - 4P

2. VISITING CHEF
   GLOBAL CHEF EVENTS
   Waterman Manor
   11A - 2P
   Central Campus
   4:30P - 9:30P

3. VISITING CHEF
   GLOBAL CHEF EVENTS
   The Marché
   8A - 10A
   Harris Millis
   11A - 2P

4. Spring Break!

5. NUTRITION EVENT
   SNACK ATTACK GAME
   Marketplace
   11:30A - 1P

6. THEMED DINNER
   CARIBBEAN DINNER
   Marché

7. ADDITIONAL DISCOVERY KITCHEN CLASSES
   MARCH 07 - Avocado Toast Bar; DROP IN; 2P - 4P
   MARCH 20 - Make-Your-Own-Veggie-Burger; 2:45P - 4:15P
   MARCH 21 - Make-Your-Own-Veggie-Burger; 5P - 6:30P
   MARCH 28 - Maplefest Treats; 5P - 6:30P

8. NUTRITION EVENTS
   MARCH 06 - Healthy Facts; Redstone; 5:30 - 7P
   MARCH 28 - Whole Grain Day; Marché; 5:30P - 7P